Stuck in the Middle with Yew
This mini-adventure is a single evening’s entertainment and is most useful when used to
bridge the gap between larger, more campaign-relevant adventures. It’s a nice way to accumulate a few extra experience points, introduce two new villains, and include a mysterious magical artifact in the campaign. The exact nature of the villains and artifact are left vague. We’ve
imagined this as a low-to-mid-level adventure, but since we haven’t included any stats, you can
tailor it to your group. For a higher-level adventure, increase the number and type of undead.
The Location: The Giant’s Spine is a run of rocky hills spanning the distance between the
Kingdom of Goldorth and the port city of Melanthon on Jotjon Bay. Near it’s center, on one of
its higher hills is an ancient yew tree, thick trunked and many branched and several hundred
years old. Beneath it lies the Heart of the Giant, a magical chunk of Red Jasper stone rumored
to hold the secret of immortality. On the east side of the Spine is Holomart and the farming
village of Glendor’s Mound, and on the west lies the deserts of Zelthana and the trading town
Otaro Oasis. In a homebrew setting, place the yew atop any lower-elevation mountain range
with Location A on one side and Location B on the other.
The Background: The necromancers Al-Zephif and Count Zorn both seek the Heart, but
neither of them want to leave the cozy comforts of their sepulchral manses. Both manses have
trails ascend the Spine towards the yew, from opposite sides of the Giant’s Spine. At midnight
on the winter solstice, both cast a series of spells that raise several hundred dead from their
tormented sleep, and instruct their undead minions to shamble to the yew, penetrate the caverns
beneath, and steal the Giant’s Heart.
The Beginning: The PCs have underestimated the distance from one location to another.
Night approaches and they are still miles from their destination, having not even
started crossing the chain of hills that lies before them. The town (or oasis,
depending on which direction the PCs are heading) has an inn with plenty of
lodging for the night. If that sounds too convenient for suspicious players, there
are several places just outside town that can serve as a campsite. Either way,
things get interesting after the sun goes down.
Just before the PCs retire, another group of adventurers enters the
stage, either arriving at the inn or slowly approaching the campsite.
This group (a one-eyed warrior, a foul-mouthed half-orc, a furtive
gnome, and a smooth-tongued cleric) includes both unsavory and
sympathetic characters, and players should be left wondering if they
are a threat or an ally. Joining the PCs for a word or two, they ask if
the heroes are also heading to the yew. Whoever asks the questions is
shushed by another in the group, and the four then leave, exiting into
the night. If the PCs stay at the inn, the friendly proprietor can explain
that an ancient yew sits at the crest of the trail that transverses the nearby
hills and heads into Otaro (or Holomart, or a village of your design). According to legend, the hills are the covered grave of an ancient giant, who fell here
eons ago. The yew is the giant’s grave marker, and on the nights of the solstice its trunk
splits and exposes a hidden entrance to the caves below. If the PCs forego the comforts
of the inn and elect to camp outside, they’ll be without this information.
Offstage, Al-Zephif and Count Zorn begin their spells, raising the dead, respectively,
in Otaro Oasis and Glendor’s Mound, emptying the villages’ cemeteries as
zombies and skeletons claw up from their graves. Waves of undead
pour over the villages, and though they are tasked with heading up

the trails leading to the yew, they don’t hesitate to maim and kill every living thing they meet.
If the adventurers stayed in town, skeletons come crashing through the inn’s windows. If they
camped outside, the undead meet them in the open. Either, the PCs are forced along the trail
that leads up the Giant’s Spine.
The Middle: The first wave of undead should be easily dealt with, but within a few minutes another group rushes out of the night, this group tougher (either in number or type) than
the first. Again, the PCs should be able to handle this, but should also get the idea that more
are coming. Some groups might want to stick and stay, and fight whatever comes scampering
at them. If this is the case, unload your backlog of unliving creepy crawlies until you kill the
players, all the while leaving the back door open and the trail up the hill calling. Running up
the trail removes the undead threat, but a family of hippogriffs, nesting in the nearby peaks,
guards the path. Three adults descend to protect their brood, and if the PCs don’t have a way of
communicating with the creatures, they attempt to drive the adventurers off.
At some point, either as the PCs slog their way up the trail (as the skies start to rain and then
to snow) or as they approach the yew and its vaginal yawning trunk, the other group of adventurers appear on the scene. They react based on their former meeting with the PCs, and they
may help or hinder them according to their disposition (and the demands of the narrative).
The Cave: A vertical split in the yew opens wide enough for a character to shoulder their
way through. Beyond an earthen shaft leads straight down. Thick roots and jagged rocks
provide ample handholds, and descent is easy. The shaft leads to a low-ceilinged chamber,
and a single, 5-foot-high, 5-foot-wide tunnel leads north (I). The tunnel slopes downward as it
extends some 100-feet into a wide cavern (II), in the middle of which sits a large, jagged rock,
black and slick and as large as a wagon. Anyone who touches this rock must Save vs. Poison
or become nauseous, suffering a -1 on all die rolls for the next 24 hours. A single tunnel exits
the room, but its entrance lies 8 feet above the floor and is difficult to see immediately. As
the PCs search for another exit, they hear the scrambling of the undead trailing them. The
elevated tunnel twists along for 50 or so feet until it enters a medium-sized room (III). Three
tunnels exit this chamber: one winds its way upward to the back of a cave (IV) that
an owlbear uses for a lair (PCs could escape through the cave’s main entrance),
the second descends even deeper and connects to a room of your devising or the
vast Underdark world, and the third leads to a small chamber (V), without exits,
containing a waist-high pile of rocks. Buried beneath this pile is the Red Jasper Heart. If a living creature touches the heart, it must make a Save vs. Paralysis or succumb to waves of horrific nightmares that last for 2D10 rounds—
visions of the last breathing moments of the giant before it was rent apart by two
titanic dragons. The second effect is that the prone dead giant, which is well over a
mile-long, wakes, its granite bones animated by the jostling of its heart and the necromantic magic spilling over the hills. As it rises, it shakes off and destroys this part
of the mountain range. PCs have only minutes to try and escape, either by rushing
back through the tunnels that led them to the Heart or by climbing up fissures as
they appear in the rock overhead. The woken giant won’t attack, but ambles north
in the direction of its old homeland.
Continuing the Adventure: Vengeful PCs might track down the necromancers
and carry the battle to their manses. The Heart is a magical artifact
with powers left to you. Following the giant leads to a formerly
unknown land of powerful magic and entities.
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